
METHODS

•Passive viewing of 200 pseudo-letter (4] strings 
•Strings made of affix-like & stem-like chunks defined by 

their statistics of occurrence in stimulus set 
•Affix-like chunks repeated 20 but stem-like chunks never 

repeated (e.g., egndnu, djydnu, aepsiruv, 
aepskyw)

LEARNING PARADIGM

•Does the string belong to the same 
language seen in the exposure phase? 

•Yes/No keypress 
•300 novel pseudo-letter strings 
•Stimulus duration: response terminated
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Experiment 1: “Suffixes” 69
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Experiment 2: “Prefixes” 69

Note. Affix-like chunks are highlighted for illustration.

1.MEMORISATION PHASE
•Duration: 3 minutes

•Novel pseudo-letter strings  
•40 strings with affix in initial position 
•40 strings with affix in final position 
•40 affix-absent strings

PERCEPTIBILITY PARADIGM

2.DETECTION TASK

dnu cij dtq krv

isq clsw aeps cdhs

admw abhp
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Morphemes are frequent co-occurring letter chunks with semantic or syntactic properties (e.g., 

the suffix -er in dealer and player denotes an agent). During visual word processing, readers 

recognise morphemes and code for their typical position within words [1,2]. But how do we 

construct morpheme representations? Drawing from recent evidence from psycholinguistics 

and statistical learning [3], we test whether morpheme representations are based on a letter-

chunking mechanism that utilises probabilistic information in the visual input.

BACKGROUND

To what extent is letter chunking due to a general 

ability of the visual system to extract statistical 

regularities?

RESEARCH QUESTION

RESULTS
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Experiment 2: “Prefixes” •Higher probability of ‘yes’ response for affix-

present compared to affix-absent strings (Exp.1: 

B(0.05) = 0.22, z = 4.02, p < .001; Exp.2: B(0.08) = 

0.30, z = 3.64, p < .001) 

•Higher probability of ‘yes’ response for position-

congruent compared to position-incongruent 

strings (Exp.1: B(0.03) = 0.05, z = 1.86, p = .063; 

Exp.2: B(0.11) = 0.41, z = 3.85, p < .001) 

•Detection task:  better detection for affixes in 

the initial position, indicating a string-initial 

perceptual advantage(Exp.1: t(62) = 3.07, p = .

003, Cohen’s d = 0.39; Exp.2: t(67) = 3.94, p < .

001, Cohen’s d = 0.48)
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CONCLUSIONS
•When exposed to a large set of word-like items, readers spontaneously form representations for chunks of co-occurring 

characters and code for their typical position within these strings. Crucially, in the absence of any linguistic information, chunking 

relied only on the probabilistic information determining the internal structure of the novel words. 

• Current findings provide evidence that morpheme-chunking during visual word processing can be, at least partly, ascribed to a 

general cognitive chunking mechanism that captures statistical regularities in the co-occurrence of visual objects [3,5].


